
The bold iDCS keyset series is the perfect blend of
design, functionality and style. iDCS keysets are another
award winning result of Samsung's $7.9 billion dollar
commitment to research and development. These keysets
feature the latest in DSP technology, external micro-
phones, and a board room quality speakerphone. iDCS
Keysets come standard with the Terminal Status
Indicator (TSI), a bright, tri-color LED light that provides
immediate visual status - even from across the room; an
incredibly useful feature in today's hectic office 
environment.

Flexible and highly functional, the iDCS keysets support
Samsung’s elite line of systems. Additional features of
the iDCS keysets include large, easy-to-use dial buttons,
programmable keys, add-on modules for added 
flexibility, and either an analog or a digital daughter-
board which doubles the capacity of station ports.
Samsung's iDCS keysets are the highest quality telecom-
munications solution - the perfect unity of sight and
sound for your business.

iDCS Series
Keysets with
Distinctive Design
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Reduced in size, not power, the 8-button Speakerphone is the most cost-
effective solution for companies that do not need sophisticated optional 
features, but still want the confidence of knowing they can handle high 
volume traffic with efficiency.

8-Button Speakerphone

Samsung's Add-On Module offers 64 additional fully programmable buttons,
providing any keyset with incredible versatility.*

28-Button Speakerphone w/ 64 Button AOM

The 28-button Speakerphone is ideal for the established companies whose
business is telephone intense.  From the receptionist to the busy executive,
this keyset does it all. 

The 18-button Speakerphone is ideal for the rapidly growing company who is
cost conscious. Offering the same advanced features as the 28-Button
Speakerphone, it is recommended for businesses who do not yet need the
extensive capabilities the 28-button model offers.

18-Button Speakerphone

Add the optional 14 button module to the 18 or 28 button keyset for even more
flexibility.*

28-Button Speakerphone w/ 14 Button AOM

Add the 64-Button AOM to your keyset to create a front desk operator 
console.*

© 2007 Samsung Telecommunications America, L.P. 

* Not all systems support the AOMs and/or full duplex speakerphone options. Ask your Dealer for details.

28-Button Speakerphone

64 Button AOM
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